Terror is not a Game

Task: 01
Sector: U16

Solution
CRANEA eyes only
Each of these phrases is the description of a popular game with one letter
changed. The changed letters for each phrase spell out another phrase
describing a board game with one letter changed.
Emperor Astley is never gonna give up on conquering Siam and Oceania. (4)
RICK (RISK)

C

North American elk are ensnared with the cunning use of a Rube-Goldberg machine.
(5 4)
MOOSE TRAP (MOUSE TRAP)
O
Every move causes great concern, unless you draw a 4 (backwards) right after your
token leaves the start location. (5)
WORRY! (SORRY!)
W
I've eaten and dropped three lemons in a row. Only one more to go! (7 4)
CONNECT SOUR (CONNECT FOUR)

S

Mao and Hu get mad and throw marbles from a six-sided star. (7 8)
CHINESE CHUCKERS (CHINESE CHECKERS)

U

Find a way to quickly describe your group of cookies.
player. (5 6)
BATCH PHRASE (CATCH PHRASE)

B

Then, pass it to the next

Imps and demons trade wheat, wool, wood, brick and ore in an effort to use the
devil's land most successfully. (8 2 5)
SETTLERS OF SATAN (SETTLERS OF CATAN)
S
It was Elmer in the playroom with the paste. (4)
GLUE (CLUE)

G

Santa and all his helpers are sick so they sell their property and let you build
hotels. (8)
MONOPOLE (MONOPOLY)
E
You can play with up to 140 characters, but you'll need lots of mats, and it may
leave you in knots. (7)
TWITTER (TWISTER)
T
Bob Vila takes over for Lord Licorice as DIY replaces sweetness in this adventure
world. (5 4)
HANDY LAND (CANDY LAND)
H
I wish we could have used tiles instead of a pen, since I can’t read half of the
letters you played! (8)
SCRIBBLE (SCRABBLE)
I
After a number of rounds, Denver (D) finally becomes a currency expert by figuring
out in what order which coins were printed in Philadelphia (P). (10)
MASTERMINT (MASTERMIND)
T
Cow Subs Get Hit.
CATTLESHIP (Battleship)
Cattleship is the final answer.

